The Evil Master

Original Episode was hand drawn back in October 1st 1992 01/10/92
The re-inking was done on November 6th 2013.

#2
IN THIS PAGE A SOIL MEN AND A SOIL WOMEN HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED HOW THEY CAME TO BE AND HOW THEY ARE DIFFERENT FROM HUMAN BEINGS IN SO MANY THINGS AND WAYS

THE SOIL MEN

THIS SOIL MEN BOTH MEN AND WOMEN WERE RAISED TOGETHER FROM THE SOIL OF THE PLANET THEIR BODY ARE COMPOSED OF SOIL MIXED WITH A LIQUID RED IN COLOR CALLED RED LIQUID THEIR BODY ALSO HAS HARD INTER SUPPORT MADE OF HARD SOILS

THEY NEED AIR AND WATER IN ORDER TO KEEP THEIR SOIL FRESH IT IS TAKEN BY THE OPENING IN THE FACE IT IS USED AND EXCRETED OUT FROM THE OPENINGS OF THE BOTTOM

THE MENS HAVE SOIL GROWERS AT THEIR BOTTOMS WHICH IS INSERTED ON TO THE WOMENS OPENING AT THE BOTTOM BY INSERTING THE MENS PRODUCER IT IS TRANSMITTED THE WOMEN ALSO HAVE WATER MIXED WITH AIR ON THEIR CHEST THIS IS TO PROVIDE FOR FEEDING HER CHILD WHICH IS PRODUCED AT FIVE MONTHS TIME ONE YEAR HAS FIFTY DAYS AND FIFTY NIGHTS AND ONE DAY AND NIGHT HAS TWENTY HOURS ONE MONTH HAS TWENTY DAYS

IF SHE DOES NOT WANT HER BOTTOM OPENING TO OPEN IT DOES NOT OPEN A WOMEN HAS FULL CONTROL OVER THAT MUSCLE

ALL THE THINKING AND THE CHARACTERISTIC OF SOIL MEN IS CONTROLLED BY THE CONTROLLER LOCATED AT THEIR HEAD THIS CONTROLLER IS MADE UP OF CRYSTAL
our story begins at Thundarr Forest, but this time it is not in the part of the forest where Falcon’s cave is (south waste) but in the north side of the forest where a near-by villager is walking the "road of roam" - he is carrying valuable thundarr coins and golds with him and approaching ever so cautiously....

..as because this part of the forest is quite infamous for its notorious characters who springs up every now and then to rob, loot and surprise attack any unsuspecting passer-by walking the "roam".

THE "EVIL MASTER"

BUT I HAVE TO DO THIS AND CROSS THE ROAD TO THE OTHER VILLAGE, FOR MY OWN HONOR!

THESE FOREST ROADS ARE ALWAYS SO UNSAFE! ALSO NOW WE DON’T HAVE FALCON TO WATCH OVER US, I FEEL FOOLISH TO TAKE THIS ROAD OF ROAM ALL ALONE.

YOU SEE THAT MY BAD LAD? YOU SEE THAT WALKING FOOL? HE BE "NEXT" LAD.

I SAW HIM MISTER GEE.
A THING TO ROB AT LAST DEAR BAD LAD, DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE NOW LAD!

I SAW HIM MISTER GEE

STOP!

I SAW WHAT YOU SEE TOO!

OH NO! HELP!

OH YES YOU FAT Fucker. Now you shall give all to the bandits of evil

OR WE CUT YOU TO PIECES
on the other side of the same forest, Faro is taking a stroll out under the woods, relaxing and healing after his encounter with Murder Dog.

I gotta give my senses a rest. Already too many unrealistic events. I don't think I can take anymore right now!

Hi Faros! There is danger in the forest, you need to run towards the setting sun.

Hold on, is that a snail talking to me? Or am I talking to a snail? Is that even real? I think I will take a closer look.

Yup! The snail is talking to me.

You need to run right now, towards the setting sun. Someone needs your help!

If the snail says run, I run!

SO much for giving my senses a break!

Help!

Oh no!

Help!
HELP!

OH NO!

STOP REPEATING YOU FAT PIG! HAND ME THE ROPE DEAR BAD LAD, AND I WILL SHOW HOW TO TIE A PIG.

STOP ROBBERS!

HELP!

Shecon is the one who appears suddenly to help the Hogzilla in trouble. Falcon 2nd was the last person to do so in this forest.

YOU CANNOT DO WHAT YOU ARE DOING WHEN I AM AROUND.

WHO THAT BE MISTER GEE??
NO ONE’S GIVING ANY ONE ANY BAG’S OF THUNDARR’S AS LONG AS I AM HERE.

GET HER BAD LAD. GET HER TOO. WE TAKE THE BAG’S AND HER AS WELL!

COME AND GET ME BOYS! DON’T TELL ME LATER THAT I DID NOT WARN YOU BOTH!

Shecons weapon which is called Boom-a-ranger has its own special ability to seek out the evil one to hit no matter how hard the evil person tries to avoid it.

YUP! THAT’S THE SHECON I KNOW ALRIGHT!
WHAT IS THAT??

UFFF!

.got him!

THUD!

the Bad Lad sneaks up from behind Shecon and hits her twice hard on her skull. Shecon falls on the ground unconscious and helpless.....

GOT THE EGOISTIC BITCH!

THUD!

OH NO RITA IS DOWN, AND FARO IS STILL FAR!
FARO FINALLY REACHES THE SPOT WHERE AWILE AGO A ROBBERY AND KIDNAPPING TOOK PLACE. HE COULD RUN FASTER THAN HIS USUAL SELF BECAUSE OF THE POWER RING WHICH GIVES HIS LEGS EXTRA POWER. THE SNAIL TRANSFORMS ITS SHAPE INTO THE FAIRY FIGURE.

WOOOO! IS THAT A "PIG" MAN?

HI! I HEARD THAT YOU WERE IN DANGER AND YOU ARE STILL SHOUTING AWAY, SO WHAT HAPPENED?

THE BANDITS OF EVIL? HOW DO YOU KNOW WHO THEY ARE? DID THEY TELL YOU THAT?

YES THEY ANNOUNCED WHO THEY WERE. YOU MUST BE NEW IN THIS FOREST YOUNG MAN. WHICH MEANS YOU DO NOT KNOW WHO SHECON IS ALSO. SHE IS THE ONE WHO HELPS US NOW, WE ARE THE PEOPLE OF THE HOGS, MY NAME IS HOG ZILLA.

WHO ARE YOU? AND CAN YOU HELP ME?

OH YOUNG MAN I HAVE JUST BEEN ROBBED BY THE BANDITS OF EVIL. ALL MY GOLD THUNDARR COINS WERE TAKEN. THEY ALSO HAVE SHECON - SHE TRIED TO HELP AND RESCUE ME & MY COINS!
WHY ARE YOU LAUGHING LIKE THAT YOUNG MAN?

SORRY, I GOT CARRIED AWAY. MY NAME IS FARO.

WHERE DID YOU SAY THEY TOOK HER AND YOUR COINS TO?

I HAVE NO IDEA WHERE THE BANDITS OF EVIL LIVE!

YOU KNOW FARO, YOU SHOULD NOT LAUGH AT ANYONE LIKE THAT; IT HURTS THEIR FEELINGS.

Yeah I know Fairy, but his name caught me off guard, will not happen again though.

COME FARO, FAROS, I WILL LEAD YOU TO THEM.

OH COOL! ITS GOOD TO HAVE A FAIRY!

OK FARO, NOW GO FORTH AND DO YOUR THING, THE CASTLE OF EVIL MASTER IS VERY NEAR ALREADY.
inside the castle of EVIL MASTER...

YOU TWO HAVE GONE AND GOTTEN ME THUNDARR COINS - BUT WHY HAVE YOU GOTTEN ME THIS GIRL? WHAT AM I TO DO WITH HER?

MASTER SHE IS ONE EGOISTIC BITCH! YOU CAN TAKE HER LIFE PERHAPS?
A CASTLE STRAIGHT OUT OF A KIDS FAIRY TALES BOOK!

ON THE OUTSIDE YES, IT IS A FAIRY TALE. BUT ON THE INSIDE, IT'S EVIL, DARK & DIRTY!

and inside the castle of EVIL MASTER...

Faro finds the entrance of the castle door and opens it using the Power Ring power. After crossing various corridors he finds the chamber of Evil Master with Shecon lying on the floor. The bandits and the Evil Master standing right in front of her. Without hesitation he shouts...
got him!

falcon!

NOW I WILL GET YOU!

his power works inside the castle only

I CAN'T SEE HIS POWERS! IT'S FUCKING INVISIBLE!!

he strikes Faro Faros hard!

WITH MY INVISIBLE EVIL POWERS! YOU WILL DIE TODAY!
the Evil Master disappears into the thin air! without any proper explanation or any type of intervention from Faro Faros or the Power Ring

so Faro or Falcon takes care of the castle inhabitants one by one. after being hit hard physically by Faro, both Mister Geo and the Bad Lad are left unconscious on the castle floor. Shecon is rescued and so were the bag of coins. Faro, Fairy & Shecon leaves the castle.

Faro and Shecon comes back to HogZilla who was told by Faro to wait at the very spot he was robbed. he was given back his bag of Thundarr coins. he thanked both Faro and Shecon for helping him out and also mentioned that the coins were for his daughter's schooling, then he left.

THANK YOU FARO, I AM EVER GRATEFUL TO YOU - OUR "NEW" FALCON 3RD!
THANKYOU FARO, FOR SAVING ME AND THE BAG OF COINS. BUT ARE YOU REALLY FALCON THE THIRD LIKE THE HOG JUST MENTIONED?

the Fairy reappears...only to Faro.

INTRODUCE YOURSELF TO YOUR AUNTY RITA, TELL HER HOW YOU CAME TO BE AND HOW THE POWER OF FALCON WERE ENTRUSTED TO YOU...TELL HER EVERYTHING AND THEN EMBRACE HER.

and so Faro explains to Rita what, how and who he is, and that they are family related.

Rita Overcame with joy as she realized that she no longer is alone in the forest where evil needs to be fought and defeated almost every day.